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Abstract

Glucose monitoring devices represent an exciting frontier in diabetes research. Great efforts have been dedicated to the development of non-invasive glucose monitoring devices, which may considerably improve the quality of life for people suffering from diabetes and facilitate their compliance for glucose monitoring. This manuscript reviews past, current and emerging non-invasive glucose monitoring techniques and devices and presents the major challenges they face. Poor glucose specificity and sensitivity, physiological time lag, calibration process and human factors perspective are discussed. Since incorporating user requirements into device development may potentially increase user acceptance and improve patient safety and device effectiveness, special attention is given to usability, user experience and applicability for home use, thus extending previous published reviews. The main conclusion is that a favorable non-invasive glucose monitoring device must overcome the combination of accuracy, usability and applicability challenges. Improving the assessment of device usability and acceptance may shed light on primary user concerns and may thus offer a meaningful step forward in the commercialization of non-invasive glucose monitoring devices.
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Introduction

Glucose monitoring devices represent an exciting frontier in diabetes research, holding the potential to improve the lives of over 400 million people worldwide this number is expected to rise by approximately 55% within the next 25 years [1]. During the past few decades there has been an increased need for an economic, compact, painless and convenient non-invasive device which can alleviate the pain associated with the frequent skin pricking and promote frequent glucose testing that helps in control of blood glucose levels [2]. Therefore, great efforts are made by researchers to develop such devices [3,4]. Ideally, these technologies should be painless, compact, lightweight, portable and easy to operate. At the same time they should provide reasonably accurate estimations of glucose concentration that are sufficient for critical behavioral, nutritional and drug dosing treatment decisions. Clearly, this is an extremely challenging mission.

State of the art developments in glucose monitoring include minimally invasive techniques using body fluids other than blood e.g., sweat, saliva, interstitial fluid ISF, compromising the skin barrier without puncturing blood vessels and non-invasive techniques, that mostly rely on optical methods [5]. Minimally invasive devices that monitor glucose continuously and automatically known as continuous glucose monitoring systems (CGMs) are already available in the market [6]. Non-invasive technologies are aimed to further advance this field by providing means to monitor glucose levels without pricking the skin barrier. These devices can either enable continuous readings similar to CGMs or intermittent readings where users actively perform measurements. During the past two decades great deal of efforts were dedicated to the development of non-invasive glucose monitoring devices. However, most of non-invasive technologies did not meet the required standard of accuracy and failed to run for a durable period of time [6].

This review presents the key challenges that the development of non-invasive devices is facing and discuss the methodologies addressing them. Several reviews have already dealt with this issue, however they lack information regarding, usability, user experience and applicability for home use. Integrating these
factors in the device design has the potential to increase user acceptance and result in more successful products that improve patient safety and device effectiveness [7]. Therefore, a human factor perspective should be incorporated to the assessment of past, current and emerging non-invasive glucose monitoring devices.

**Non-invasive technologies**

The technologies used for non-invasive glucose monitoring include optical [3,8], transdermal [4] and thermal techniques [9,10] Figure 1. Optical techniques utilize the different properties of light to interact with glucose in a concentration-dependent manner. Transdermal techniques involve the measurement of glucose through the skin using either electricity or ultrasound. Finally, thermal techniques aim to measure glucose by detecting physiologic indices related to metabolic heat generation. Previous reviews provide detailed information on the advantages and limitations of each technique [3,4,11-13], thus in this review an emphasis is laid on the prospects and limitations of the devices derived from them. Briefly, transdermal techniques are easily affected by environmental variables e.g. temperature and sweat [13], while a major limitation of optical technologies is that they depend on the properties of the investigated tissue such as skin color tone [14].

**Non-invasive glucose monitoring devices**

Table 1 summarizes the information on past, current and emerging devices.

**GlucoWatch® G2 Biographer:** GlucoWatch G2 Biographer Cygnus Inc, USA was the first commercial device that was registered as a non-invasive glucose monitoring device and is the only product known as ‘non-invasive’ that was approved by the Food and Drug Administration FDA. However, the device was based on extraction of interstitial fluid through the skin, which is considered minimally invasive. Since it was registered as non-invasive the device was included in this review. In any case, GlucoWatch has an important role in the development of non-invasive technology, thus should not be disregarded.

GlucoWatch was a wristwatch-type device that provided real-time measurements of interstitial glucose concentrations at 10-minutes intervals. The device was intended for use by adults and children with type 1 or type 2 diabetes. The device utilized reverse iontophoresis to measures the amount of glucose molecules collected through a cathode disk with a sensor that contains the enzyme glucose oxidase [15]. The device had to be calibrated to account for skin permeability differences. However, this product was withdrawn from the market due to skin irritation and poor accuracy resulting from movement, exercising, sweating or rapid temperature changes.

**Pendra®:** Almost two decades ago Pendragon Medical Switzerland introduced Pendra, a continuous non-invasive device in the form of a wrist-watch that relied on impedance...
spectroscopy. The device required calibration and errors occurred due to sweating and motion. A post-marketing validation study revealed poor accuracy, with 4.3% readings out of 139 paired values in error zone E of the Clarke error grid CEG and a mean absolute relative difference of 52% [16], resulting in the withdrawal of the device from the market. However, the intellectual property portfolio of this device is currently held by Biovotion AG, Zurich Switzerland, which is developing a multisensory concept for continuous non-invasive monitoring of health parameters.

**OrSense NBM-200G**: OrSense Ltd. Israel has developed the OrSense NBM-200G device for continuous glucose monitoring in people with type 1 or type 2 diabetes. The device uses a non-invasive optical measurement platform, combined with a finger attached ring-shaped sensor probe. The probe contains light sources and detectors operating in the red/near-infrared RNIR spectral region. It also contains pneumatic cuffs that produce oversystolic pressure to occlude blood flow, which generates a dynamic optical signal for glucose monitoring [17]. The device requires calibration prior to use. Clinical trials conducted on 23 subjects 1671 points demonstrated that 95.5% of the device readings were in the CEG A and B zones and that the mean absolute relative difference MARD was 17.2% [17]. Although this product received a CE-approval, it has never been commercialized.

**C8 MediSensors**: The C8 MediSensors Optical Glucose Monitoring System CA, USA relied on Raman spectroscopy: a beam of light is shone into the skin and the resulting vibrations of glucose molecules are measured to give a glucose reading. This device performed continuous glucose measurement every 5 minutes. One of its main advantages is the lack of the need for calibration against blood glucose values. The percentage of points in the A zone and in the A+B CEG zones were 53% and 92%, respectively and mean absolute differences was 38 mg/dl N=30 [18]. This device received a CE-approval, but no longer exists.

**GlucoTrack®**: GlucoTrack® Integrity Applications Ltd., Israel determines glucose levels using three non-invasive techniques: ultrasonic, electromagnetic and thermal. The device consists of a main unit MU and a personal ear clip PEC, where the sensors are located. These sensors measure specific ultrasonic, electromagnetic and thermal parameters of the earlobe tissue, which occur due to glucose-related shifts in ion concentration, density, compressibility and hydration of both cellular and extracellular compartments of the tissue [19,20]. The device is intended for people with pre-diabetes and type 2 diabetes and requires an individual calibration, which establishes a baseline for physiological changes and reduces the impact of quasi-stable factors of the earlobe tissue. A clinical trial conducted on 17 subjects 4,418 points showed that 98.0% of its readings are in the clinically acceptable A and B zones of CEG with 52.4% in the A zone. The MARD and median absolute relative difference were 22.8% and 19.0%, respectively [21]. This device has received a CE-approval and is commercially available in several countries.

**Combo Glucometer™**: Cnoga Medical Ltd. Israel developed the Combo Glucometer intended for adults any person above 18 years old with type 2 diabetes. The device is based on four light emitting diodes LEDs. Due to the absorption, when the light passes the fingertip, the spectrum that is detected also changes. The processor analyzes the signal and extracts the bio parameters from the signal. The device must be calibrated prior to use. Although the device appears on the company’s site and has received a CE-approval, no information regarding its commercialization is available. There is lack of information on device performance as well.

**Sugar BEAT™**: SugarBEA Nemaura Medical Inc., United Kingdom offers a needle-free, wireless CGMs, suitable for people with type 1, type 2 and pre-diabetes. The device measures the amount of glucose present at 5-minute intervals by drawing a small amount of glucose from the ISF into a patch placed on the skin through the passing of a mild, non-perceptible electric current across the skin. Clinical results indicated a MARD of 14.05%, 75% of the data in zone A, and over 98% of the data in zones A and B of the CEG. However, these results were not peer-reviewed. This device has recently received a CE-approval and is anticipated to be launched in 2017.

**Gluco Wise™**: GlucoWise™ MediWise Ltd., United Kingdom extracts glucose levels by transmitting low-power radio waves through a section of the human body, such as the area between the thumb and forefinger or the earlobe. The device is still under development, expecting pre-orders in late 2018. However, at present little is known about the accuracy of this device and whether it offers an advantage over other devices.

### Key challenges of non-invasive glucose monitoring

The major difficulties in the development of non-invasive glucose sensors are associated with the indirect nature of the measurement and the inevitable calibration process. This may respectively result in reduced accuracy, low usability and diminished applicability for home-use that require much effort to overcome. Effective solutions to these barriers will represent a significant advance in this field.

### Accuracy-related challenges

Aiming to provide an accurate estimation of glucose levels, non-invasive devices face several accuracy-related key challenges that need to be overcome.

### Poor glucose specificity and sensitivity

The indirect nature of non-invasive approaches subjects them to suffer from a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio SNR, since the measured parameters may be affected both from physiological factors other than glucose as well as from external elements. Several reviews of past and current non-invasive
technologies indicate that non-invasive assays require additional increase of the SNR [3,4,11,12]. Most non-invasive devices rely on optical technologies (Table 1), which typically suffer from low sensitivity and specificity to glucose, due to the very low signal produced by glucose molecules [22]. Transdermal technologies may also be subjected to low SNR, as in the case of Pendra, which suffered from poor accuracy that was attributed to interference by other processes in the body [16]. GlucoTrack attempts to increase glucose specificity by integrating three independent glucose-related technologies. This parallel monitoring of more than one parameter using multi-technology system is aimed to overcome the lack of specificity of each technology, since combining different factors provide a more comprehensive evaluation of glucose by covering various physical and chemical tissue parameters.

Table 1: Information regarding non-invasive glucose monitoring devices [6,12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Target Area</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Regulatory Approvals and Commercialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animas Technologies (Cygnus Inc.), GlucoWatch® G2 Biographer (USA)</td>
<td>Reverse iontophoresis</td>
<td>Wrist Skin</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>CE-approved (1999) and FDA-approved (2001); was withdrawn from the market due to poor accuracy and skin irritation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendragon Medical, Pendra® (Switzerland)</td>
<td>Impedance Spectroscopy</td>
<td>Wrist Skin</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>CE-approved (2003); was withdrawn from the market following poor accuracy in post-marketing validation study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrSense, NBM-200G (Israel)</td>
<td>Occlusion Spectroscopy</td>
<td>Fingertip Skin</td>
<td>Intermittent</td>
<td>CE-approved (2007); was never commercialized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8 MediSensors (CA, USA)</td>
<td>Raman Spectroscopy</td>
<td>Abdomen Skin</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>CE-approved (2011); the company was closed due to financial difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity Applications, GlucoTrack® (Israel)</td>
<td>Combination of Thermal, ultrasonic and electromagnetic</td>
<td>Earlobe tissue</td>
<td>Intermittent</td>
<td>CE-approved (2013); available in certain countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cnoga Medical, Combo Glucometer (Israel)</td>
<td>NIR Spectroscopy</td>
<td>Fingertip</td>
<td>Intermittent</td>
<td>CE-approved (2014); no information available regarding commercialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaura Medical SugarBEAT™ (United Kingdom)</td>
<td>Reverse iontophoresis</td>
<td>Arm, leg or abdomen</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>CE-approved (2016); market launch due 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MediWise GlucoWise™ (United Kingdom)</td>
<td>Radio wave spectroscopy</td>
<td>skin between the thumb and forefinger or the earlobe</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>In development and will be available once clinical trials are completed. The company expect to start taking pre-orders in late 2018.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inability to convert the promising results in controlled settings to sustained accurate measurements at natural settings is another major concern. Previous technologies, such as impedance spectroscopy used in Pendra and reverse iontophoresis used in Glucowatch, were subjected to errors that occurred due to sweating and motion [3,8]. In contrast, devices that apply an intermittent measurement approach rather than a continuous one, such as GlucoTrack® and Combo Glucometer, might reduce the effects of these interfering factors.

**Physiological time lag**

The physiological time lag between blood and tissue glucose decreases the accuracy of indirect glucose monitoring. This has been a major issue previously confronted by CGMs [23-25]. The time lag was shown to depend on the site of measurement and on individual characteristics [23]. As non-invasive technologies are based on indirect estimations of glucose levels, a time lag may occur between measurements of blood glucose content from different parts of the body. Since Glucowatch estimates glucose in the ISF, its measurements had a 15-minutes lag time compared with finger-stick readings [26]. Devices that estimate glucose from the whole skin, such as GlucoTrack, may also suffer from this phenomenon. The lag time of glucose dynamics varies depending on the properties of the skin layer e.g. volumes of interstitial fluid, cells, and blood [25], therefore estimating glucose from the whole tissue subjects the accuracy to suffer from a time lag between the glucose concentration in blood and ISF of all skin layers i.e., the epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous...
layers. Thus, the accuracy may be affected by a general blood-tissue time lag that depends on a total lag between ISF and blood. Based on previous investigations of CGMs demonstrating that the physiological delay can be algorithmically corrected [27], it is suggested that non-invasive devices that estimate glucose from the skin should also utilize such an approach. For example, an advanced algorithm that corrects the physiological time lag by accounting for meal time and its glycemic load was employed in GlucoTrack.

Usability and applicability challenges

With a clear recognition of the critical role of usability and human interface in medical devices [28], another major aim is to make non-invasive glucose monitoring devices user-friendly, highly suitable for a wide population and applicable for home use. This is a challenging goal that requires several additional barriers to be addressed.

Device calibration: The indirect nature of non-invasive measurements requires calibration against concurrent blood glucose values, which provides an estimation of glucose concentration. The calibration process is conducted prior to using the device, in order to minimize the impact of individual quasi-stable factors, such as tissue thickness and structure. Typically, this process consists of several paired invasive-non-invasive measurements in a varying frequency, depending on the device and the technology employed. Since calibration is considered a reason for discomfort [29], utilizing a short and simple calibration procedure is expected to increase device usability and user satisfaction. Most of non-invasive devices imposed a long and complex calibration process. For example, OrSense NBM-200G required a daily 3 hour calibration period consisting of four measurements taken every hour [17]. Another example is Pendra, which required a patient-tailored calibration procedure lasting 2-3 days [16]. An even more extreme case is the Cnoga combo Glucometer that requires 1-2 weeks calibration process that includes at least 200 invasive readings http://cnogacare.co/portfolio-item/combo-glucometer/. GlucoTrack utilizes a shorter and simpler calibration process that includes only 3 invasive measurements and takes less than 30 minutes. Similarly, in Sugar BEAT, each patch requires calibration by a single finger-stick reading, followed by a 30 minute warm-up period. These patches, however, must be replaced every 24 hours http://www.sugarbeat.com

Another desired goal in non-invasive glucose sensing is reducing the calibration frequency and even negating it completely. Yet, most non-invasive devices require frequent calibration: the OrSense NBM-200G device requires a 3 hour daily calibration [3] and Pendra required a 1-h equilibrations and single-point blood glucose calibration each time it was worn [30,31]. More recent devices have successfully reduced the calibration frequency: GlucoTrack requires calibration every 6 months due to PEC replacement [21] and the Cnoga combo Glucometer does not require any sensor replacement or additional calibrations. The frequency of sensor replacement in these two devices is superior compared to CGMs in which the sensors can only be used for six to seven days [6]. In general, it seems that current developers of non-invasive devices are more aware that the calibration process its duration, complexity and validity period might have an effect on acceptance rates and devote much effort to making it more user friendly and applicable for home-use.

Suitability for various people: In order to reach high efficacy, non-invasive devices should be suitable for a variety of users. This is challenging since most of the technologies used to indirectly estimate glucose suffer from interfering human factors such as skin characteristics [12]. This is indeed a major limitation of optical techniques, since the transmission of light at each wavelength is a function of thickness, color and structure of the skin, bone, blood and other material through which the light passes [32]. This also the case with impedance spectroscopy, a major drawback of Pendra was that it was found to be unsuitable for a large group of patients due to strongly varying properties of the skin and underlying tissue [16]. Conversely, clinical trials demonstrate consistent performance of GlucoTrack among people with diverse profiles. Likewise, it has been proposed that GlucoWise provides consistent readings across all people independent of age or skin type and color due to the sensors that have integrated nano-composite films which temporarily make the skin transparent to the radio waves when a measurement is initiated http://www.gluco-wise.com

Applicability for home use: Another crucial issue in the development of non-invasive devices is their applicability for home/office use, manifested in simplicity and ultra-portability while adopting a human factor perspective. Unfortunately, most companies offer limited information regarding this issue. Glucowatch provides an example of low usability: the electrodes needed to be in place for at least 60 minutes, which exceeded the patience of many users [33]. Likewise, GlucoTrack also suffers from reduced usability, since the device requires to wait several minutes before performing a measurement after a shower, physical activity or entering indoor from outside. In contrast, an example for the adoption of a user-oriented approach is the implementation of a mobile app that communicates with the GlucoWise device via Bluetooth to display and store glucose readings. Although the importance of usability is now well acknowledged, there is limited information on device usability and user satisfaction for most non-invasive glucose monitoring devices. Specifically, usability information could not be found for any of the devices but a few published papers regarding user satisfaction were found. Satisfaction Peer-reviewed evidence was found for GlucoTrack, with clinical trials showing that home-use of the device results in high levels of subject satisfaction and abilities to use and understand the device [21]. In contrast, Glucowatch® received unfavorable parental and youths’
responses, indicating it required substantial improvement before it can achieve high acceptance and widespread utility [34].

Discussion

Non-invasive glucose monitoring holds great promise for improving diabetes management. Successful development of reliable non-invasive glucose monitoring devices that can operate over sustained periods of time has been an elusive goal in diabetes management. This review presents non-invasive technologies and the devices they have been utilized in and discusses key challenges in the development of such devices.

Previous reviews typically describe the main non-invasive glucose monitoring technologies and devices, focusing on the technical developmental stages. This paper extends these reviews by providing additional aspects related to user needs in term of device applicability and user acceptance. These are important and challenging issues that may determine whether a device will clinically and commercially fail or succeed [7]. Specifically, incorporation of usability aspects such as comfort, maintainability, portability and ease of both use and learning may affect patient safety and compliance with non-invasive self-glucose monitoring. Despite this, little research has been done to examine usability, user satisfaction and user acceptance of past, current and emerging non-invasive glucose monitoring devices. Acknowledging the importance of these factors, it should be noted that accuracy issues must first be addressed to produce reliable devices that meet clinically acceptable standards. Nonetheless, the development of commercially successful devices requires manufacturers to adopt usability and applicability perspectives in early stages of development.

The main conclusion resulting from this review is that despite great efforts to make diabetes self-monitoring less invasive and cumbersome, many promising technologies that have been explored fail to overcome the tremendous challenges they face. The major challenges involved in the development of truly non-invasive glucose monitoring technologies are related to accuracy, usability and applicability for home use among a variety of people. Only a device that overcomes the combination of these challenges may provide a significant breakthrough in this field. Figure 2. Such a device holds the potential to change the current gold standard use of invasive glucose biosensors and improve the quality of life of millions of people with diabetes worldwide. Currently, however, most devices still present a number of meaningful limitations, such as low sensitivity and specificity to glucose and the requirement of a complex and frequent calibration process. This indicates that the balance between generalizability and applicability is difficult to achieve. It is necessary to improve the assessment of device usability and acceptance, which may shed light on primary user concerns and may thus offer a meaningful step forward in the commercialization of these devices.

A major limitation of current non-invasive devices is that they cannot completely substitute a traditional glucose meter. Therefore, these devices must be under constant improvements, aiming to further advance performance by significantly improving the algorithms, software and device features. Additionally, further clinical studies are needed to determine whether utilization of non-invasive devices will indeed lead to enhanced glycemic control in patients using this technology. It should also be noted that the current review did not address the challenge of cost-effectiveness. Non-invasive glucose monitoring devices are also economically appealing for consumers as they do not require lancets or strips, however some of the technologies discussed require high cost [12].

Conclusion

Although there has been much research dedicated to develop a non-invasive glucose monitoring device, the complexity and indirect nature of the measurement process remain barriers to the successful development of truly non-invasive technologies implemented in user-friendly devices. Nonetheless, some of the devices discussed here have made considerable progress in recent years, introducing an exciting opportunity for self-glucose monitoring that offers an adequately accurate and simple way to improve performance, usability and user acceptance, and to clearly illustrate the benefits of using such a device.
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